
Warehouse management systems suggested price list 

General descriptions
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3 Prices may differ depending on valid Logo Enterprise Membership (LEM) contracts in progress, except for the main package and transition package prices.
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─ Training
12.

13.

Price Price

─ LOGO WMS

─ Logo WMS

Logo WMS (1 user) 130.900

Logo WMS  user increase +2 34.200 37.500

Logo WMS user increase +5 75.200 82.800

Logo WMS user increase +10 126.600 139.300

Logo WMS user increase +20 221.400 243.600

─ LogoWMS üretim modülü

Üretim Modülü 37.200 41.000

─LOGO WMS PLATFORM

─ Logo WMS Platform

Logo WMS Platform (1 user) 345.700 -

Logo WMS Platform user increase +2 148.100 163.000

Logo WMS Platform user increase +5 245.700 270.300

Logo WMS Platform user increase +10 472.600 519.900

Logo WMS Platform user increase +20 909.500 1.000.500

─ Logo WMS Platform production module

Logo WMS Platform production module 78.800 86.700

Logo WMS Platform eğitim hizmeti 23.400 insan/gün

Logo WMS eğitim hizmeti 19.500 insan/gün

─Descriptions
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2.

For the supported ERP solutions features table; login.setrow.com/photo/1860/files/Logo-Yazilim/marketing/price_lists/2023/Ocak/WMS_Saha_WFM/WMS/LogoWMSComparisonDocument.pdf
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Logo WMS Platform; includes stock tracking, shipment, goods acceptance, warehouse layout, personnel management, counting features. In order to use the production feature, the "Production Module" must 

be purchased separately. Logo WMS Platform is an adaptable solution. All the mentioned features are tailored to the needs. 

The number of users of the Production Module is the same as the number of users of Logo WMS Platform and Logo WMS. No additional users are sold for the Production Module.

Logo WMS solution works integrated with GO, Tiger and Netsis ERPs but is licensed independently.

 Logo WMS Platform solution works integrated with GO, Tiger, Netsis, j-Platform and Non-Logo ERPs, but is licensed independently.

Logo WMS Platform can be used with Microsoft® SQL Server® 2016 and above database. For WMS Platform services, at least 16 GB of RAM and 200 GB of disk space are required. For the WMS Platform 

Backoffice application, at least 4 GB of RAM and 50 GB of disk space are required. Android and Windows 10 support is also available for Logo WMS Platform. ou can review the system requirements document 

on docs.logo. https://docs.logo.com.tr/display/LWMSPLT/WMS+Platform+System+Requirements

The number of users of Logo WMS Platform, Logo WMS products is independent of the number of users of the ERP product it is connected to. For these solutions, additional user increments must be 

purchased.

Logo WMS is a plug-and-play package with no customization features. It has basically all the features that companies that want to use a warehouse management system will need. It is designed to work with 

new generation android handheld terminals. In order to use the production feature, the "Production Module" must be purchased separately. Please contact your service partner for the product features of 

the supported ERPs. 

Logo WMS can be used with WMS Microsoft® SQL Server® 2016 and above database. It needs at least 16 GB of RAM and 10 GB of disk space. You can review the system requirements document on docs.logo.  

login.setrow.com/photo/1860/files/Logo-Yazilim/marketing/price_lists/2023/Ocak/WMS_Saha_WFM/WMS/LogoWMSSystemRequirements.pdf

In order for Logo WMS to work with the Netsis ERPs you use, it is expected to have version 9.0.34 and above.

In order for Logo WMS to work with the Tiger ERPs you use, it is expected to have version 2.62 and above.

Valid for users with LEM

Valid from 5 January 2024.

All prices are in Turkish Lira (TL) and do not include VAT.

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-binding by Logo.

LEM is a subscription system which provides customers the latest version of the product with new features and performance improvements, also enables customers special prices for  user, employee, firm 

increases and modules when desired to be purchased.

The price of LEM is calculated as per the latest configuration in the product (main package, module, user/employee/firm increase). User/employee/firm increases are included in the price calculation of LEM as 

of the date of purchase. The price of LEM is calculated considering the end date of the LEM subscription for options (modules). For every module purchased at least one year prior, the duration from the 

month in which the 1-year period expired until the end date of the Standard LEM subscription is checked and the remaining months are included in the LEM price calculation.

Users who renew their LEM subscription before or within 30 days after the end date and in a regular manner may benefit from the loyalty discount and get LEM with advantageous prices.

For LEM subscriptions that are not renewed within 30 days following the end date, a Retrospective LEM should be purchased. The price of the Retrospective LEM is 10% more than the price of the Standard 

LEM.

The LEM is valid for one year. The renewal period will start as of the end date of previous LEM.

A 1-year LEM is free for new package purchases. When switching to other products;

•When switching to other products in the same segment, with or without a fee, the LEM validity for the previous product will be transferred to the new product (with the same start and end dates).

•When upgrading to upper segments with a fee, 1-year free LEM is assigned to the new product starting from the switch date.

In case the LEM has expired, the installation of additional products purchased with the "price applied for a valid LEM" cannot be performed.

 User increase are packages, are the increasement in the number of users when added to the main package/module licenses. Example: When Logo WMS “user increase +2” is added, the product can be used 

by 3 users.

─ Eğitim

Service, installation and upload prices of Logo Business Partners are not included in the LEM prices.

Product Description

Training sessions regarding the use of products are organized by certified business partners. Requests for diagnostics, reporting and customization are evaluated separately.

It is strongly recommended that you only participate in training sessions provided by Logo business partners and certified training specialists listed on the Logo corporate website (www.logo.com.tr). 

Valid for users without LEM
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Warehouse management systems suggested price list - (subscription)

General descriptions
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─ Training
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Product Description monthly price Annual price

─ LOGO WMS

Logo WMS 

Logo WMS user 1.715 17.150

Opsiyonlar

Logo WMS production module 1.100 11.000

─ Ürün Geçişleri

Logo WMS transition user 880 8.800

─LOGO WMS PLATFORM

Logo WMS Platform

Logo WMS Platform user 2.840 28.400

Options

Logo WMS Platform production module 2.350 23.500

─ Product Transitions

Logo WMS Platform transition user 1020 10.200

Logo WMS Platform eğitim hizmeti 23.400 insan/gün

Logo WMS eğitim hizmeti 19.500 insan/gün
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For the supported ERP solutions features table; https://docs.logo.com.tr/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=66224334
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 The production module of Logo WMS includes only rapid production features for Logo Tiger 3 and Logo Tiger Wings solutions.

─ Education
Base training time for Logo WMS Platform is 40 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

 Base training time for Logo WMS is 24 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

The production module of Logo WMS covers all production functions of Logo Tiger 3 Enterprise and Logo Tiger Wings Enterprise solutions.

The production module of Logo WMS is not available for sale for Logo GO 3 and Logo GO Wings solutions.

In order to install the Logo WMS Platform solution, it is necessary to have the most up-to-date version of the ERP used.

The production module of Logo WMS is not available for sale for Logo GO 3 and Logo GO Wings solutions.

Logo WMS Platform and Logo WMS solutions offer monthly or annual usage. Monthly and annual prices for the main package, user expansion and modules are indicated in the price list.

For the transition from Logo Ocean solution to Logo WMS Platform are evaluated on a project basis. Please contact our business partners for detailed information.

Logo WMS is a plug-and-play package with no customization features. It has basically all the features that companies that want to use a warehouse management system will need. It is designed to work with 

new generation android handheld terminals. In order to use the production feature, the "Production Module" must be purchased separately. Please contact your service partner for the product features of 

2024_Supported_Language_Packs.pdf

In order to install the Logo WMS Platform solution, it is necessary to have the most up-to-date version of the ERP used.

The production module of Logo WMS works with all Netsis ERPs.

 Logo WMS Platform solution works integrated with GO, Tiger, Netsis, j-Platform and Non-Logo ERP solutions, but is licensed independently.

Up-to-date LEM ownership is expected for transitions from Logo WMS or the terminated Logo Neon to Logo WMS Platform. Current LEM users receive a 30% discount on the Logo WMS Platform price list.

 Transitions from Logo Neon solution to Logo WMS are evaluated on a project basis. Please contact our business partners for detailed information.

 The production module of Logo WMS includes only rapid production features for Logo Tiger 3 and Logo Tiger Wings solutions.

2024_Supported_Language_Packs.pdf

 Logo WMS (one-time) users who switch to the Logo WMS (subscription) solution are priced at the "Logo WMS transition user" prices with the number of users available.

In order for Logo WMS to work in harmony with the Tiger ERP solutions you use, it is expected to have version 2.62 and above.

Valid from 5 January 2024.

─ LEM
The LEM price of Logo WMS Platform and Logo WMS product is equal to the license price. 13%is.

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-binding by Logo.

 All prices are in Turkish Lira (TL) and do not include VAT.

The database fee is not included in the prices. Current versions of Microsoft® SQL Server® are supported.

Logo WMS Platform; includes stock tracking, shipment, goods acceptance, warehouse layout, personnel management, counting features. In order to use the production feature, the "Production Module" must 

be purchased separately. Logo WMS Platform is an adaptable solution. All the mentioned features are tailored to the needs. 

─ Product transitions

Transition from one-time package model to subscription model

Customers who switch from Logo WMS Platform (One-time) to the subscription model, if they have the Production Module, which is priced monthly/yearly in the Logo WMS Platform (Rent) price list, for these 

modules are not charged for a period of 1 year. In order to continue the right of use in the following years, it is billed monthly/yearly according to the demand over the relevant module list price.

 Logo WMS Platform (one-time) users who switch to the Logo WMS Platform (subscription) solution are priced at the "Logo WMS Platform transition user" prices with the number of users available.

Training sessions regarding the use of products are organized by certified business partners. Requests for diagnostics, reporting and customization are evaluated separately.

It is strongly recommended that you only participate in training sessions provided by Logo business partners and certified training specialists listed on the Logo corporate website (www.logo.com.tr). 

─ Explanations

Users who make an annual agreement for Logo WMS Platform and Logo WMS main package will have an annual subscription license. The additional user increase and modules that they will receive within the 

scope of the subscription during the year are calculated over the monthly price without the requested month being included in the calculation and are included in the main package license.

The number of users of the Production Module is the same as the number of users of Logo WMS Platform and Logo WMS. No additional users are sold for the Production Module.

In order for Logo WMS to work in harmony with the Netsis ERP solutions you use, it is expected to have version 9.0.34 and above.

The production module of Logo WMS works in harmony with all Netsis ERPs.

Logo WMS solution works integrated with GO, Tiger and Netsis ERPs but is licensed independently.

The production module of Logo WMS covers all production functions of Logo Tiger 3 Enterprise and Logo Tiger Wings Enterprise solutions.

─ Eğitim
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─ Training
Base training time for Logo WMS Platform is 40 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

Transition from discontinued products to the subscription model of new products

Customers who switch from Logo WMS (One-time) to the subscription model, if they have the Production Module, which is priced monthly/yearly in the Logo WMS (subscription) price list, will not be charged 

for these modules for a period of 1 year. In order to continue the right of use in the following years, it is billed monthly/yearly according to the demand over the relevant module list price.

In product transitions, the invoice of the current product used and the waiver agreement stating that this product has been waived must be signed and submitted to Logo.

 Base training time for Logo WMS is 24 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

In product transitions, the invoice of the current product used and the waiver agreement stating that this product has been waived must be signed and submitted to Logo.

Users who will switch from the Logo Neon solution, which was terminated on May 14, 2020, to the Logo WMS solution with a monthly/yearly subscription model, are priced with the current number of users 

over the Logo WMS transition user prices. Users who want to purchase a production module that is priced monthly/yearly in the Logo WMS price list are billed monthly/yearly based on the list price for this 

module.

Users who will switch from the terminated Logo Ocean solution to the Logo WMS Platform solution with a monthly/yearly subscription model are priced with the current number of users over the Logo WMS 

Platform transition user prices. Users who want to purchase a production module priced monthly/yearly in the Logo WMS Platform price list are billed monthly/yearly based on the list price for this module. If 

users have the Pro package of the Logo Ocean solution, they do not need to purchase the production module separately.
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